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Abstract: With the rapid increase in the technology, there
is an astonishing growth in the usage of social media sites
in the day to day human’s life. Users uses social networking
sites to communicate, share views and to interact with fam-
ily, friends and to new people. Users can share, post and
upload the user’s information on social networking sites. In
order to access the services of social networking site, user’s
needs to create a profile in it by providing all the necessary
personal information. The unprecedented amount of user’s
information are stored in social media databases. These
tremendous amount of crucial data attracts sniffier to per-
form attack over social network to break the privacy of data.
This paper gives a bird eye over anonymization process that
put a breach mark in the field of privacy preservation of
social media over big data environment.
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I Introduction

Today, data is rapidly generating at an unprecedented scale
from wide range of sources. Adoption of new strategies is
required for managing such huge data volume, as data has
changed a lot over the last few years, to cope up with the in-
creasing demand to deal with terabytes, petabytes, and now
zeta bytes. This enormous generation of data has caused
the arrival of a new era of data management, often referred
to as “Big Data” [1].

Big Data environment is very huge, complex, unstruc-
tured, contains incomplete and noisy information, and is
heterogeneous, which may changes the traditional statisti-
cal and data analysis approaches. However, it seems that
big data makes it feasible to collect more data for extract-
ing some helpful information, but the fact is that more data
do not mean more helpful information [2]. As the data and
demand for real time processing increases, it will create the
need of massive storage space in the distributed environment
to enhance high availability and scalability. Giant compa-
nies involved in the cloud computing such as Google, Ama-
zon, and Facebook cannot handle the huge amount of data
using traditional relational database for their business model
[3]. The traditional relational schema is of less use for such
applications and shifting to NoSQL database seems a much
better approach. Social media become one of the promi-

nent data sources for big data. Social networking websites
like Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn , etc. shown astonishing
growth of data. In Q3 2017, there are more than 2.07 bil-
lion monthly active users on Facebook [4], and handles more
than 30 Petabytes of user generated data. Five new profiles
are getting created on every second [5]. 51% of Instagram
users access it on daily basis.

Over 30 billion data is shared on Facebook every month
[6]. A substantial amount of personal and social data is get-
ting collected by the social networking sites. Generally, the
data being stored in these sites are rich in content and re-
lationships are quite important to various third party users.
As the site contain sensitive data of the user, it is neces-
sary to ensure that the released social media would not
breach privacy of the social media users. So before pub-
lishing the data are made anonymized for the use of third
party. Many anonymization technique like k-anonymity, I
diversity, t-closeness are used for solving the privacy issue.
These models may anonymize social networks tabular data
but an attacker may re-identify user in anonymized social
network data by creating social network graph. Preserv-
ing privacy in social network data is more challenging than
anonymizing the regular tabular data in databases. That
problem emerges because of the graph data diversity and
complexity. Furthermore, an attacker may utilize different
kind of global properties of a graph to perform privacy at-
tacks. Likewise, if two graphs that have the same num-
ber of vertices and edges can be essentially diverse in their
global properties. An attacker may launch different type of
de-anonymization attacks on anonymized published social
network to re-identify the users.

II Big Data

Data’s in Big Data environment are unable to handle and
processed by the traditional systems because data volume
is too big to be loaded into a single machine. Also most
of the traditional data analytics tools developed for a cen-
tralized data analysis process cannot be applied directly to
big data. Big Data contain more abnormal or delphic data.
For instance, a user may have multiple accounts, or an ac-
count may be used by many number of users, which may
degrades mining result accuracy. Therefore, many new is-
sues for data analytics are coming up, such as privacy, fault
tolerance, security issues, data quality, and storage issues.
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It has been a difficult task for analyzing on such com-
plex and voluminous data without choosing right hardware
or software platforms and also if the user’s requirements
increases up to a certain limit scaling up of hardware plat-
form should be impended [7]. The comparison of big data
with conventional data [8]. Labels the adoption of big data
technologies which aims to extracts the value out of huge
volume of data with various formats by enabling high ve-
locity capture, discovery and analysis [9]. Defined big data
as the dataset whose size cannot be managed by the typical
database software tools to record, store, handle and analyze.

III Social media as Big Data

Social media become one of the prominent and relevant data
sources for big data. Social media data produced a wide va-
rieties of Internet applications and websites, with most pop-
ular being Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, YouTube, Flicker
and Instagram. Every day trillions and trillions of data are
being generated in social media websites.

With growth of these social media sites allow users to
be connected and creates an environment for interacting,
sharing and collaborating communication. Information that
are generated has been spread to many different areas such
as everyday life (e-business, e-tourism, hobbies, friendship,
etc.), education, health, and daily works. Exponential
growth of social media has produced a challenging issue
for conventional data analysis algorithm techniques ,such
as machine learning, data mining, statistics, and so on, due
to their high computational complexity for large datasets.

IV Security Issue in Social Media

Social media becomes the best way for getting the informa-
tion about a person because users are sharing lot of their
information on social media. Social media users have up-
loaded their personal information in user-profile and share
lots of personal information. As much information available
on social media attracts the attackers to steal the personal
information of users. Because of that attackers use a differ-
ent kind of attacks to access the user-profile data from social
media and that problem raises the security issues in social
media [10].

4.1 Identity Theft Issue

In identity theft, an attacker steals the private information
(username, email id, birth date, location) of a user. Users
are having their private information in user-profile and us-
ing less profile privacy that attracts attacker to steal infor-
mation from user-profile. In identity theft issue, attacker
steals the private information of targeted users and creates
a new profile on same social networking site or other social
networking sites and use that profile for criminal or non-
criminal activities. For creating new profile, attacker may

use all the private information of targeted user as well as
their profile picture. Creating a new profile of users without
the awareness of them is called profile cloning [11]. Profile
cloning is classified into two types:

4.1.1 Existing Profile Cloning

Attacker creates victim’s fake profile on the same social net-
working site. The fake profile contains the same private and
public information as original to increase reliance. Using
this fake profile attacker sends a friend request to the user
friends and most of the friend requests are accepted by that
user’s friends. If friend request is accepted by that particu-
lar user’s friends then the attacker is able to get their profile
information also.

4.1.2 Cross-site Profile Cloning

Attacker creates victim’s fake profile on another social net-
working site where user profile does not exist. After creating
a profile on other social networking site attacker send the
friend requests to user friends those are available on that
social networking site. Once a friend request is accepted by
victim’s friends then the attacker may access their profile
information as well.

4.2 Spam Issues

In spam issue, social media users get the wall post, messages
or news feeds that contain the hyperlink or advertisement
link. Once a user click on any of that link then the users is
redirected to the malicious or phishing websites and these
websites have malware and viruses [10, 12]. This kind of
spam is more effective than the traditional email spam be-
cause most of the users are aware of email spam. Users
have marked that type of email as spam. But in case of so-
cial media, users are facing spam issue because here spam is
coming in the form of a message, news feeds or wall post and
these spam contains malicious or phishing websites link. If a
user click any of those spam links then the user is redirected
to the malicious or phishing websites and give user-profile
access or user information to the attacker.

4.3 Malware Issues

In malware issue, the attacker creates a fake profile of
celebrity person or hyperlink and injects malware with that
profile, hyperlink. If a user try to connect with these fake
profile or hyperlink then malware code spread to the user’s
profile without the awareness of user and send users private
information to the attacker [13]. Such type of malware is
also spread to the user’s friends profile and send their infor-
mation to the attacker. The malware issue may take place
by creating a fake profile, cross-site scripting, shortened and
hidden link by an attacker. Attackers create a fake profile
of celebrities or popular people on social networking, these
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fake profiles contain malware. If a user visited one of these
fake profiles then malicious code spread into the user profile.

4.4 Privacy Issue

Sharing information on social media may give popularity
but it also raises the privacy issue for the users. On social
networking site users uses their real name to represent their
profile and that username is exposed publicly to the other
users [10, 13]. Social media users profile may be indexed by
the search engine (example: Google, Bing). If an attacker
wants to target a user and attacker know the username then
the attacker may easily search user by using their profile
name.

After getting the targeted user profile, attacker sends
spam or malware to the user profile for getting access to
targeted users. Privacy issue arises because many social
media users are not using the proper privacy mechanism.
Users have to hide their private information and that is not
visible to another user. If the personal information shared
with close friends then this level privacy is secured the user
profile information from the other users of social media [14].

V Background and Literature Re-

view

Sweeny et al. [15] proposed k−anonymity model, a dataset
is said to be k−anonymous (k 1) if the published data have
k−anonymity preservation if the information for each per-
son contained in the published data cannot be categorized
from at least (k − 1) persons whose information also ap-
pears in the published data. Machanavajjhala et al. [16]
showed that k−anonymous dataset may leak user’s pri-
vacy. If background knowledge is available to an attacker
then k−anonymity may not protect the user’s privacy in
the k−anonymous dataset. In this paper author present
`−diversity model, it is a group based anonymization that is
used to provide privacy for data sets by reducing the gran-
ularity of a data representation. l−diversity requires that
each equivalence class has at least `−well-represented val-
ues for each sensitive attribute. Li et al. [17] proposed
t−closeness model, i.e., An equivalence class is said to have
t−closeness if the distance between the distribution of a sen-
sitive attribute in this class and the distribution of the at-
tribute in the whole table is no more than a threshold t. The
t−closeness model extends the l−diversity model by treating
the values of an attribute distinctly by taking into account
the distribution of data values for that attribute.

Liu et al. [18] demonstrate the degree based attack in so-
cial network data. In this paper author discussed that even
after social networks data is anonymized does not guaran-
tee user’s privacy by simply removing the users identity. A
user may be identified by node degree in the social network
graph. The author proposed k-degree anonymous solution,
a graph called k−anonymous if for every node v, there exist

at least k − 1 other nodes in social network graph with the
same degree as v. In this paper, author is not aware of any
effective metrics to quantify the information loss incurred
by the changes of its nodes and edges.

Zhou et al. [19] have considered d−neighborhood node
attack in social network data. Here d represents the dis-
tance of neighbors from the targeted node and d ≥ 1. If
an attacker has the information of neighbors and relation
between them of targeted user’s node then the attacker may
re-identify the targeted user’s node from the social network
data. In this paper, the author shows that the neighborhood
attack may be real in practice and proposed an algorithm
that can handle the `−neighborhood attack problem. The
proposed algorithm can use minimum DFS code to get an
isomorphic check. But as d increase the number of possible
DFS tree for every component increase exponentially.

VI Conclusion

Social media operator fetch and store data from the social
media user for the purpose to share among a huge varieties
of third party consumers. As the fetched information often
contain sensitive data, network operator release the com-
plete graph in an anonymized and sanitized versions. But
it does not provide full guarantee of the user privacy. The
attacker may use structural based attacks on social network
data to re-identify the users and get the user’s information.
Mostly researches focus on social network data attacks and
find out the different type of attack patterns (like; degree
based attack, neighborhood attack, subgraph attack). Us-
ing these attacks, an attacker may re-identify the user in the
social network data and acquire the user’s information.

This work is based on controlling graph based attack in
the social network graph. The graph based attack is based
on the targeted neighbor’s information and the relationship
between them. Most researches happened for the social net-
work anonymization by adding dummy edges and dummy
vertices information in the social networks. Adding dummy
data in the social networks creates the information loss and
it caused for the inappropriate result in a research study.
The proposed anonymization process will increase the num-
ber of isomorphic neighborhood networks by adding dummy
edges in the social network graph. Therefore, a user may not
be re-identified in social network graph based on its unique
neighborhood network.
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